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Hong Kong GDP Likely to Increase
+3.5% in 2018:4Q and +3.2% in 2019:4Q

■ Hong Kong Economic Indicators Still Mixed
■ Hong Kong Consumer Spending Likely to Increase +6.0% in 2018

+4.0% in 2019
■ Hong Kong Capex Likely To Increase +3.0% in 2018 and +5.0% in 2019
■ Hong Kong Property Prices At New High; Bubble Risk Up.
■ HK Net Exports Likely to be Neutral for GDP
■ Mixed Hong Kong Financial Conditions
■ Both Positive and Negative Structural Conditions in Hong Kong
■ Rich Ross: Hang Seng Technicals
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Apr (IMF) -- Hong Kong fiscal policy is
estimated to provide stimulus of +2.4% of
GDP in 2018 and +0.8% in 2019.

HONG KONG REAL GDP  
Y/Y %  2018:1Q: 4.7% This regression model

projects that Hong Kong GDP

increases +3.2% y/y in

2018:4Q, and +3.0% in

2019:4Q. Prospects for

acceleration in US GDP and

some improvement in

economic sentiment will help lift

HK growth, but slower GDP

growth in China, a higher HK

policy rate, and higher bond

yields vs the US are restraints.

The model does not capture

fiscal policy which will exert

stimulus in both 2018 and

2019. So we raise the

forecasts to +3.5% in 2018 and

+3.2% in 2019; consensus

forecasts are +3.2% and

+2.8%, respectively.

In the near term, the biggest

risk is fallout from a US-China

trade war. Over a longer

period, the overheated property

market and exposure to China

are also important risks for HK.

Jan 2017 (IMF) -- Fiscal policy is the main
demand management tool, since monetary
policy is determined through the direct link to
U.S. interest rates through the currency board.

Hong Kong GDP Likely to Increase 
+3.5% in 2018:4Q and +3.2% in 2019:4Q

      GDP  =  - 10.5 + 0.3 x CHGDPR%\1 + 0.8 x USGDPR%\1
   T-stats  =  - 8.6   + 2.6                         + 6.7

 - 0.3  x RATE\5 - 0.01 x SPDYY\2 + 0.1 x ECOSENT\1
 - 3.0                     - 2.0                   + 6.3

GDP =   Hong Kong Real GDP Y/Y %

CHGDPR%\1 =   China Real GDP Y/Y%, Leading by 1 Qtr.

USGDPR%1 =   US Real GDP Y/Y %, Leading by 1Qtr.

ECOSENT\1 =   Hong Kong Economic Situation, Leading by 1 Qtr.

RATE\5 =   Hong Kong Discount Rate Y/Y BP Ch., Leading by 5 Qtrs.

SPDYY\2 =   Hong Kong & U.S. 10-Year Bond Spread  Y/Y, Leading by 2 Qtrs.

Fit 2000:2Q - 2018:1Q R-squared = 78%

THE MODEL
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Hong Kong Economic
Indicators Still Mixed 

The mfg PMI has hooked

down and in July was below

neutral at 48.2%. Real retail

sales have hooked up and,

although they’re below levels

in 2013-2015, they’re up

+9.9% y/y. IP is up +0.6% y/y

but is still down -2.7% from

the 2013 high.

A number of US consumer

cos covered by Evercore ISI

have significant business in

Hong Kong.

Omar Saad EVRISI Aug 7
The luxury companies most exposed to
HK with 8% of sales on average or
more include LVMH, Kering, Burberry,
Moncler, Prada, Tiffany, Richemont,
and Swatch. The sales trends have
improved materially from the steep
declines in 2015 and 2016.
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Hong Kong Consumer Spending Likely to 
Increase +6.0% in 2018 +4.0% in 2019

Hong Kong consumer

fundamentals are mostly positive:

Employment is at a record high, and

the unemployment rate at 2.8% is

very low. Visitor arrivals are down

from their peak, but they have turned

higher again. Consumer confidence

has increased but remains in the

middle of its historical range.

Consumer spending surged back

in 2017 and is likely to increase about

+6.0% y/y in 2018:4Q and +4.0% in

2019:4Q.

Aug 2 (Bloomberg) -- Spending
by visitors to Hong Kong is
providing particularly strong
support to retail sales…spending
by local residents remains buoyant
too.
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Hong Kong Capex Likely To Increase 
+3.0% in  2018 and +5.0% in 2019

After a few quarters of

good gains, Hong Kong

capex has slowed. But

fundamentals have

improved: Company

earnings have turned up

with a +31.1% y/y increase

in 2018:2Q. Business

expectations have declined

some but are at a fairly

strong level. Overall we

expect capex increases of

+3.0% y/y in 2018:4Q and

+5.0% in 2019:4Q.

Jan 2018 (IMF) -- Investment
is expected to remain strong,
with major infrastructure and
housing projects in the pipeline.
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Hong Kong Property Prices 
At New High; Bubble Risk Up.

From 2004 through 2015, Hong Kong

house prices more than quadrupled.

From their 2015 peak, prices declined

-10.6% in 2016 but have since

rebounded +42.1% to a new high.

Similarly, stock prices of property cos

plunged in 2015, but they recovered

and soared to a new high before

declining a little in 2018 ytd. Mtg

approvals are at a moderate level. So

the risk of a housing bubble has

reemerged. HK is working to restrain

prices but so far without much success.

Jan 2018 (IMF) -- IMF analysis
suggests that property prices were
overvalued by 25-35% as of 2017:3Q.

Jan 2018 (IMF) -- Amid the
continuing housing market boom,
authorities maintained a three-pronged
approach of boosting housing supply
and tightening macroprudential
measures and stamp duties on
transactions.

May 31 (SCMP.com) -- The prices of
lived-in homes in Hong Kong -- the
world’s most expensive property
market -- gained for a 25th straight
month in April.
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HK Net Exports Likely to be Neutral for GDP

Hong Kong’s largest exports include: electrical machinery and appliances, textiles, apparel, footwear,
watches and clocks, and toys.
Hong Kong’s largest trading partners are: China (54%), US (10%), and Japan (4%) .

Trade is extremely important to Hong

Kong with exports and imports each

equal to almost 200% of GDP. Both

exports and imports have increased in

recent quarters, but net exports have

declined over the past two years.

Slowing of China GDP -- forecasted to

be +6.5% in 2018 by Don Straszheim --

will provide less thrust compared with

prior years; China takes more than half

of HK exports. A prolonged US-China

trade war is the major risk here.

On the real trade weighted basis, the

HK$ has hooked up recently which is a

small negative for competitiveness.

Assuming trade tensions abate, net

exports are likely to be neutral for GDP.
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2017

MSCI EM +28.3% -3.9%
Tigers

Taiwan +16.3% +3.2%
Singapore +17.8% -1.8%
Hong Kong +37.3% -5.6%
South Korea +21.8% -6.8%

China
U.S. +18.9% +7.0%

Stock Markets
 YTD %

Mixed Hong Kong Financial Conditions 
Bond yields in Hong Kong have

reversed course several times in recent

years; they are up recently but remain

low by historical standards. Short-term

rates have been increased seven times

in line with fed funds, as the Hong Kong

Monetary Authority pegs the HK$ to the

US$.

Company earnings have increased

y/y (see page 5), and stock prices were

up +37.3% in 2017 but are down -5.6%

ytd. (see Rich Ross’s technical

comments on page 10). HK banks

appear to be financially strong, but they

have heavy exposure to the local

property market and to China.

Jan 2018 (IMF) -- Banks have built up
strong capital buffers and ample
liquidity, well above international
standards, and asset quality remains
very strong, thanks to enhanced
regulatory and supervisory
frameworks.
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Both Positive and Negative  
Structural Conditions in Hong Kong

Hong Kong has important structural

positives such as world-greatest

economic freedom, along with high

rankings on ease of doing business,

competitiveness, and low corruption.

There are also large and persistent

current account and budget surpluses

along with large forex reserves.

Hong Kong’s large export exposure

to China has increased substantially

over the past two decades. It brings

benefits from comparatively rapid

Chinese growth but also comes with

potential problems when growth slows

and when there is turbulence in

financial markets and currencies. Hong

Kong is losing some port and other

business to Shanghai.

The population is aging rapidly, and

the labor force (ages 20-64) will start to

decline very soon.

Don Straszheim Evercore ISI Aug 6
Hong Kong will continue to lose out
to Shanghai as the financial and
business gateway to China.

Jan 2018 (IMF) – Population aging is
the key medium-to long-term
challenge and will weigh on growth.

Competitiveness 6/137
Ease of Doing Business 5/190
Transparency - Corruption 15/176
Economic Freedom 1/180

Sources: World Bank, World Economic Forum,

Transparency International, Heritage Foundation

Business Ranking (2017-2018)
Hong Kong
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After surging 80% from the lows in February 2016 to the highs in

February of this year, the Hang Seng experienced a false

breakout to a new all-time high which resulted in a 16% decline to

critical support at the 28,000 level as trade, tariffs, and yuan

weakness have weighed on sentiment in the region. Our technical

work suggests that support holds and the uptrend resumes.

Rich Ross: Hang Seng Technicals
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